Cardiovascular changes after achieving constant effect site concentration of propofol.
Target controlled infusions of propofol use a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model to calculate an effect site concentration of the drug. We assessed the cardiovascular stability of 10 healthy patients using non-invasive thoracic bioimpedance and their 'depth' of anaesthesia using the Bispectral index after they had been anaesthetised to a constant effect site concentration of propofol (6.5 min from starting). Each patient had no surgical stimulus and received no intravenous fluid during the study period. The patients also received effect site target controlled remifentanil (steady state 2.5 min from starting) and a bolus of vecuronium to facilitate intubation and ventilation. We mathematically calculated when each measured parameter would reach a state of stability (i.e. with 95% certainty). Heart rate levelled off at 20 min, Bispectral index at 32 min, and cardiac index and mean arterial pressure at 47 min after achieving effect site stability, the final levels being, respectively, 21%, 47%, 14% and 28% lower than those at effect site stability. We conclude that cardiovascular parameters continue to change to a clinically significant degree after achieving a constant effect site concentration of propofol via target controlled infusions.